WORLD EXCLUSIVE: Jack the Ripper unmasked: How amateur sleuth used DNA breakthrough to identify Britain's most notorious criminal 126 years after string of terrible murders

- DNA evidence on a shawl found at Ripper murder scene nails killer
- By testing descendants of victim and suspect, identifications were made
- Jack the Ripper has been identified as Polish-born Aaron Kosminski
- Kosminski was a suspect when the Ripper murders took place in 1888
- Hairdresser Kosminski lived in Whitechapel and was later put in an asylum

By Russell Edwards for Mail on Sunday
Published: 22:01 BST, 6 September 2014 | Updated: 08:35 BST, 9 September 2014

It is the greatest murder mystery of all time, a puzzle that has perplexed criminologists for more than a century and spawned books, films and myriad theories ranging from the plausible to the utterly bizarre.

But now, thanks to modern forensic science, The Mail on Sunday can exclusively reveal the true identity of Jack the Ripper, the serial killer responsible for at least five grisly murders in Whitechapel in East London during the autumn of 1888.

DNA evidence has now shown beyond reasonable doubt which one of six key suspects commonly cited in connection with the Ripper’s reign of terror was the actual killer – and we reveal his identity.

A shawl found by the body of Catherine Eddowes, one of the Ripper’s victims, has been analysed and found to contain DNA from her blood as well as DNA from the killer.
The landmark discovery was made after businessman Russell Edwards, 48, bought the shawl at auction and enlisted the help of Dr Jari Louhelainen, a world-renowned expert in analysing genetic evidence from historical crime scenes.

Using cutting-edge techniques, Dr Louhelainen was able to extract 126-year-old DNA from the material and compare it to DNA from descendants of Eddowes and the suspect, with both proving a perfect match.

The revelation puts an end to the fevered speculation over the Ripper’s identity which has lasted since his murderous rampage in the most impoverished and dangerous streets of London.

In the intervening century, a Jack the Ripper industry has grown up, prompting a dizzying array of more than 100 suspects, including Queen Victoria’s grandson – Prince Albert Victor, the Duke of Clarence – the post-Impressionist painter Walter Sickert, and the former Liberal Prime Minister William Gladstone.

It was March 2007, in an auction house in Bury St Edmunds, that I first saw the blood-soaked shawl. It was in two surprisingly large sections – the first measuring 73.5in by 25.5in, the second 24in by 19in – and, despite its stains, far prettier than any artefact connected to Jack the Ripper might be expected to be. It was mostly blue and dark brown, with a delicate pattern of Michaelmas daisies – red, ochre and gold – at either end.

It was said to have been found next to the body of one of the Ripper’s victims, Catherine Eddowes, and soaked in her blood. There was no evidence for its provenance, although after the auction I obtained a letter from its previous owner.
who claimed his ancestor had been a police officer present at the murder scene and had taken it from there.

Yet I knew I wanted to buy the shawl and was prepared to pay a great deal of money for it. I hoped somehow to prove that it was genuine. Beyond that, I hadn’t considered the possibilities. I certainly had no idea that this flimsy, badly stained, and incomplete piece of material would lead to the solution to the most famous murder mystery of all time: the identification of Jack the Ripper.

An image depicting police discovering one of the victims of the murders in London which took place in 1888

When my involvement in the 126-year-old case began, I was just another armchair detective, interested enough to conduct my own extensive research after watching the Johnny Depp film From Hell in 2001. It piqued my curiosity about the 1888 killings when five – possibly more – prostitutes were butchered in London’s East End.

Despite massive efforts by the police, the perpetrator evaded capture, spawning the mystery which has fuelled countless books, films, TV programmes and tours of Whitechapel. Theories about his identity have been virtually limitless, with everyone from Prince Albert Victor, the Duke of Clarence, to Lewis Carroll being named as possible suspects. As time has passed, the name Jack the Ripper has become synonymous with the devil himself; his crimes setting the gruesome standard against which other horrific murders are judged.

I joined the armies of those fascinated by the mystery and researching the Ripper became a hobby. I visited the National Archives in Kew to view as much of the original paperwork as still exists, noting how many of the authors of books speculating about the Ripper had not bothered to do this. I was convinced that there must be something, somewhere that had been missed.

By 2007, I felt I had exhausted all avenues until I read a newspaper article about the sale of a shawl connected to the Ripper case. Its owner, David Melville-Hayes, believed it had been in his family’s possession since the murder of Catherine Eddowes, when his ancestor, Acting Sergeant Amos Simpson, asked his superiors if he could take it home to give to his wife, a dressmaker.

Incredibly, it was stowed without ever being washed, and was handed down from David’s great-grandmother, Mary Simpson, to his grandmother, Eliza Smith, and then his mother, Eliza Mills, later Hayes.

In 1991, David gave it to Scotland Yard’s Crime Museum, where it was placed in storage rather than on display because of the lack of proof of its provenance. In 2001, David reclaimed it, and it was exhibited at the annual Jack the Ripper conference. One forensic test was carried out on it for a Channel 5 documentary in 2006, using a simple cotton swab from a randomly chosen part of the shawl, but it was inconclusive.

Most Ripper experts dismissed it when it came up for auction, but I believed I had hit on something no one else had noticed which linked it to the Ripper. The shawl is patterned with Michaelmas daisies. Today the Christian feast of Michaelmas is
archaic, but in Victorian times it was familiar as a quarter day, when rents and debts were due.

I discovered there were two dates for it: one, September 29, in the Western Christian church and the other, November 8, in the Eastern Orthodox church. With a jolt, I realised the two dates coincided precisely with the nights of the last two murder dates. September 29 was the night on which Elizabeth Stride and Catherine Eddowes were killed, and November 8 was the night of the final, most horrific of the murders, that of Mary Jane Kelly.
I reasoned that it made no sense for Eddowes to have owned the expensive shawl herself; this was a woman so poor she had pawned her shoes the day before her murder. But could the Ripper have brought the shawl with him and left it as an obscure clue about when he was planning to strike next? It was just a hunch, and far from proof of anything, but it set me off on my journey.
Before buying it, I spoke to Alan McCormack, the officer in charge of the Crime Museum, also known as the Black Museum. He told me the police had always believed they knew the identity of the Ripper. Chief Inspector Donald Swanson, the officer in charge of the investigation, had named him in his notes: Aaron Kosminski, a Polish Jew who had fled to London with his family, escaping the Russian pogroms, in the early 1880s.

Kosminski has always been one of the three most credible suspects. He is often described as having been a hairdresser in Whitechapel, the occupation written on his admission papers to the workhouse in 1890. What is certain is he was seriously mentally ill, probably a paranoid schizophrenic who suffered auditory hallucinations and described as a misogynist prone to ‘self-abuse’ – a euphemism for masturbation.

McCormack said police did not have enough evidence to convict Kosminski, despite identification by a witness, but kept him under 24-hour surveillance until he was committed to mental asylums for the rest of his life. I became convinced Kosminski was our man, and I was excited at the prospect of proving it. I felt sure that modern science would be able to produce real evidence from the stains on the shawl. After a few false starts, I found a scientist I hoped could help.

Dr Jari Louhelainen is a leading expert in genetic evidence from historical crime scenes, combining his day job as senior lecturer in molecular biology at Liverpool John Moores University with working on cold cases for Interpol and other projects. He agreed to conduct tests on the shawl in his spare time.

The tests began in 2011, when Jari used special photographic analysis to establish what the stains were.

Using an infrared camera, he was able to tell me the dark stains were not just blood, but consistent with arterial blood spatter caused by slashing – exactly the grim death Catherine Eddowes had met.

But the next revelation was the most heart-stopping. Under UV photography, a set of fluorescent stains showed up which Jari said had the characteristics of semen. I’d never expected to find evidence of the Ripper himself, so this was thrilling, although Jari cautioned me that more testing was required before any conclusions could be drawn.
He also found evidence of split body parts during the frenzied attack. One of Eddowes’ kidneys was removed by her murderer, and later in his research Jari managed to identify the presence of what he believed to be a kidney cell.

It was impossible to extract DNA from the stains on the shawl using the method employed in current cases, in which swabs are taken. The samples were just too old.

Instead, he used a method he called ‘vacuuming’, using a pipette filled with a special ‘buffering’ liquid that removed the genetic material in the cloth without damaging it.

As a non-scientist, I found myself in a new world as Jari warned that it would also be impossible to use genomic DNA, which is used in fresh cases and contains a human’s entire genetic data, because over time it would have become fragmented.

But he explained it would be possible to use mitochondrial DNA instead. It is passed down exclusively through the female line, is much more abundant than genomic DNA, and survives far better.

This meant that in order to give us something to test against, I had to trace a direct descendant through the female line of Catherine Eddowes. Luckily, a woman named Karen Miller, the three-times great-granddaughter of Eddowes, had featured in a documentary about the Ripper’s victims, and agreed to provide a sample of her DNA.

Jari managed to get six complete DNA profiles from the shawl, and when he tested them against Karen’s they were a perfect match.
It was an amazing breakthrough. We now knew that the shawl was authentic, and was at the scene of the crime in September 1888, and had the victim’s blood on it. On its own, this made it the single most important artefact in Ripper history: nothing else has ever been linked scientifically to the scene of any of the crimes.

Months of research on the shawl, including analysing the dyes used, had proved that it was made in Eastern Europe in the early 19th Century. Now it was time to attempt to prove that it contained the killer’s DNA.

Jari used the same extraction method on the semen traces on the shawl, warning that the likelihood of sperm lasting all that time was very slim. He enlisted the help of

The suspects: The long line of men believed to be Jack the Ripper include, from top left to right, Prince Albert Victor, Edward VII’s son, allegedly driven by syphilis-induced madness, Sir William Gull, Queen Victoria’s doctor, painter Walter Sickert, a Jewish shoemaker, a polish barber who later poisoned three women - and Kosminski

Jari used the same extraction method on the semen traces on the shawl, warning that the likelihood of sperm lasting all that time was very slim. He enlisted the help of
Dr David Miller, a world expert on the subject, and in 2012 they made another incredible breakthrough when they found surviving cells. They were from the epithelium, a type of tissue which coats organs. In this case, it was likely to have come from the urethra during ejaculation.

Kosminski was 23 when the murders took place, and living with his two brothers and a sister in Greenfield Street, just 200 yards from where the third victim, Elizabeth Stride, was killed. As a key suspect, his life story has long been known, but I also researched his family. Eventually, we tracked down a young woman whose identity I am protecting – a British descendant of Kosminski’s sister, Matilda, who would share his mitochondrial DNA. She provided me with swabs from the inside of her mouth.

Amplifying and sequencing the DNA from the cells found on the shawl took months of painstaking, innovative work. By that point, my excitement had reached fever-pitch. And when the email finally arrived telling me Jari had found a perfect match, I was overwhelmed. Seven years after I bought the shawl, we had nailed Aaron Kosminski.

As a scientist, Jari is naturally cautious, unwilling to let his imagination run away without testing every minute element, but even he declared the finding ‘one hell of a masterpiece’. I celebrated by visiting the East End, wandering the streets where Kosminski lived, worked and committed his despicable crimes, feeling a sense of euphoria but also disbelief that we had unmasked the Ripper.

Kosminski was not a member of the Royal Family, or an eminent surgeon or politician. Serial killers rarely are. Instead, he was a pathetic creature, a lunatic who achieved sexual satisfaction from slashing women to death in the most brutal manner. He died in Leavesden Asylum from gangrene at the age of 53, weighing just 7st.

No doubt a slew of books and films will now emerge to speculate on his personality and motivation. I have no wish to do so. I wanted to provide real answers using scientific evidence, and I’m overwhelmed that 126 years on, I have solved the mystery.

**Shawl that nailed Polish lunatic Aaron Kosminski and the forensic expert that made the critical match**

By Dr Jari Louhelainen

When Russell Edwards first approached me in 2011, I wasn’t aware of the massive levels of interest in the Ripper case, as I’m a scientist originally from Finland.

But by early this year, when I realised we were on the verge of making a big discovery, working on the shawl had taken over my life, occupying me from early in the morning until late at night.
It has taken a great deal of hard work, using cutting-edge scientific techniques which would not have been possible five years ago.

To extract DNA samples from the stains on the shawl, I used a technique I developed myself, which I call ‘vacuuming’ – to pull the original genetic material from the depths of the cloth.

I filled a sterile pipette with a liquid ‘buffer’, a solution known to stabilise the cells and DNA, and injected it into the cloth to dissolve the material trapped in the weave of the fabric without damaging the cells, then sucked it out.

I needed to sequence the DNA found in the stains on the shawl, which means mapping the DNA by determining the exact order of the bases in a strand. I used polymerase chain reaction, a technique which allows millions of exact copies of the DNA to be made, enough for sequencing.

When I tested the resulting DNA profiles against the DNA taken from swabs from Catherine Eddowes’s descendant, they were a match.

I used the same extraction method on the stains which had characteristics of seminal fluid.

Dr David Miller found epithelial cells – which line cavities and organs – much to our surprise, as we were not expecting to find anything usable after 126 years.

Then I used a new process called whole genome amplification to copy the DNA 500 million-fold and allow it to be profiled.

Once I had the profile, I could compare it to that of the female descendant of Kosminski’s sister, who had given us a sample of her DNA swabbed from inside her mouth.

The first strand of DNA showed a 99.2 per cent match, as the analysis instrument could not determine the sequence of the missing 0.8 per cent fragment of DNA. On testing the second strand, we achieved a perfect 100 per cent match.
Because of the genome amplification technique, I was also able to ascertain the ethnic and geographical background of the DNA I extracted. It was of a type known as the haplogroup T1a1, common in people of Russian Jewish ethnicity. I was even able to establish that he had dark hair.

Now that it’s over, I’m excited and proud of what we’ve achieved, and satisfied that we have established, as far as we possibly can, that Aaron Kosminski is the culprit.

Dr Jari Louhelainen is a senior lecturer in molecular biology at Liverpool John Moores University and an expert in historic cold-case forensic research.

© Russell Edwards 2014

Naming Jack The Ripper, by Russell Edwards, will be published by Sidgwick & Jackson on September 9, priced £16.99.
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Panzerstorm, London, United Kingdom, 2 years ago

POLAND DID NOT EXIST IN THE TIMES OF JACK THE RIPPER...SO YOU GUYS NEED A HISTORY LESSON...

Click to rate 95 176

Ascandior, st nazaire, France, 2 years ago

PURE FAKE BECAUSE OF THE FACTS ! There was no shawl on the crime scene ( the list of what was found on Eddowes is well known and easy to check ) And there never was a sergeant Amos Simpson asking for the shawl either. The only persons on the crime scene were Police Constable Edward Watkins who discovered the body at 1:45am, Dr. Frederick Gordon Brown, who arrived at 2:00am, Inspector Collard and constables Halse, Marriott, and Outram. Now the question is WHO MADE UP THIS LIE ? Edwards TO PROMOTE HIS BOOK ? Or Simpson - if we suppose he did exist - WHO PRETENDED TO HAVE BEEN ON THE CRIME SCENE to give himself some importance?

Click to rate 104 73

Russell Edwards holding cloth from which DNA evidence can be obtained without wearing sterile gloves... casts all sorts of doubts on the results obtained by unproven DNA techniques on a piece of cloth with unproven provenance. Best of luck to Russell Edwards on the success of his book (which coincidentally launches tomorrow) called "Naming Jack the Ripper" and I wish Russell Edwards every success with his "Official Jack the Ripper Store" and his "Official Jack the Ripper Tours" that he runs from the shop he opened in the East End in July.... I'm sure that these facts are just all coincidental. Also, research for your self just what mitochondrial DNA can tell you.
It's unlikely the Zodiac killer will ever be identified. They have a partial DNA sample that is likely the killer's and a partial fingerprint. This evidence has failed to match any suspect. The movie, "Zodiac," is full of falsehoods.
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Jane Fonda cuts the price of her eco-friendly mansion AGAIN: Actress chops $3m off lavish Beverly Hills property (but it will still set you back $10m)

Love Island's Chloe Crowhurst spotted with bruised and swollen lips following Harley Street outing for cosmetic procedure

ITV2 reality star 'I just wanted to cry': William and Harry reveal their reactions to the news that their mother was dead in remarkably candid Diana documentary

'There's fire': Lady Gaga poses for sweet snap with her family at a BBQ during tour stop in Cleveland

Tamara Ecclestone and husband Jay Rutland support embattled younger sister Petra over dinner in West Hollywood amid £5.5billion divorce

'Now where did I put my clothes?' Loose Women star Saira Khan defies the haters with MORE bikini snaps after receiving death threats over half-naked shots

A new lease on life: Doctor Who's Alex Kingston puts sprawling Lake Hollywood mansion up for rent for an eye-watering $15K PER MONTH
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'It will be a big night for us no matter what happens': Kidman reveals excitement over Big Little Lies' eight Emmy nominations

'It's put me back at work': Frankie Essex displays her curves in vibrant bikini during Portugal getaway... as she hits back at vile trolls

'More local TV! League of Gentlemen is set to return to mark the show's 20th anniversary along with new episodes of Alan Partridge

Gaz Beadle 'QUITS Geordie Shore' to focus on being a dad' following girlfriend Emma McVey's pregnancy announcement... and he knows the baby's sex

Abs-olutely ripped! Actress Blanca Blanco shows off some serious skin in crop top, torn jeans and perspex boots for shopping trip in Malibu

'Accept your body or go to the gym': Mariah Carey is accused of using photoshop AGAIN... after stripping off for very revealing magazine shoot

Lonely-looking Roman Abramovich relaxes on his £312m yacht moored near his Antibes home as he is seen for the first time since announcing his divorce

Diamonds are a girl's best trend! Bella Hadid sets pulses racing as she poses topless and dripping in jewels for saucy snap from sizzling shoot

The look of love! Pregnant April Love Geary, 22, cradles her baby bump as she slips...
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Curves ahead! Makeup-free Robyn Lawley displays her slender waist and shapely legs as she poses in black lingerie.

Plus-sized model Stacey Solomon heads home from Loose Women in playful boob jumper... her beau Joe Swash refuses to see her while she is on her period.

'It's laughable': Olivia Attwood continues to slam Katie Price for flirting with Chris Hughes... and claims she has 'too many kids' to win him.

Let's move! Malia Obama checks into Harvard dorm with help from Barack and Michelle, who cover their eyes as they make emotional exit.

Family fun! Amanda Seyfried and husband Thomas Sadoski arrive at LAX with their baby daughter.

The actress has started a family.
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Animal lover Shannen Doherty shows off stylish cropped locks as she buys supplies at LA pet store

The actress was nicely put together

'It’s like a p***ed mum!': CBB’s Sarah Harding sends Chad Johnson wild with broom dance to Girls Aloud hit... but viewers mock her as she forgets words

Usain Bolt is showered with champagne for his 31st birthday... as girlfriend Kasi Bennett shares sweet message for her ‘nothing short of amazing’ beau

Lala Anthony takes 34 relatives on a family vacation to Puerto Rico aboard the Celebrity Equinox

Lala explored her roots in style

Runway ready! Amber Rose shows off her sensational hourglass curves in figure-hugging black trousers and a low-cut vest as she heads out in LA

'She comes to work with a big smile': Allison Janney praises ‘strong’ co-star Anna Faris for ‘getting the job done’ amid split from husband Chris Pratt

'They’re still very much tog': Olivia Buckland insists her Love Island co-stars Kady McDermott and Scott Thomas HAVEN’T split

'I’m not a monster': DeMario Jackson sobs over sexual misconduct allegations as he sits down with host Chris Harrison on BiP

Sobbed uncontrollably

'It deserves a Logie!': Offspring fans praise over-the-top theatrics as Billie Proudman wakes from a coma to
Love Island's Amber Davies plants a smacker on Kem Cetinay while Olivia Attwood passionately smooches Chris Hughes on double date

"They looked fake": Justin Bieber's ex Chantel Jeffries reveals she underwent breast reduction surgery after implants left her with too big chest

Leggy Lea Michele dons floral-themed romper for lunch date with mom

The former Glee actress, 30, wore her outfit off the shoulder

Al Pacino and Christopher Walken look dapper in dark suits as they attend Robert De Niro's 74th birthday dinner in NYC

"Go and do it in the bedroom!": Jemma Lucy blasts amorous Sarah Harding and Chad Johnson for their public canoodling in explosive row over RED WINE

Just your average girl! Selena Gomez looks effortlessly chic in a long-sleeve shirt and cropped jeans for day out in LA

Low-key look

Ariana Grande drops the F-bomb as she and Seth MacFarlane perform Little Shop Of Horrors track in fun-filled Carpool Karaoke teaser

Amber Heard praises Spanish hunk for flying to her side in Australia
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floral robe and newsboy cap as she's seen on the set of A Simple Favor in Toronto for the first time

SPOILER ALERT: Corrie killer Pat Phelan under pressure as daughter Nicola edges closer to exposing his crimes... and hostage Andy Carver

'If that's the only line you pick out, you're a hypocrite': Jay-Z hits back at accusations of anti-Semitic lyrics on his 4:44 album

Out of context

'I'm very comfortable tapping into my inner idiot': Isla Fisher showcases her curves in a midi dress as she discusses overcoming being 'the new girl'

Victoria season two will see monarch's maternal side and 'fits of rage and passion'... as Jenna Coleman teases explosive love scenes with Tom Hughes

'I have always had low self-esteem': Mariah Carey makes rare admission about her insecurities as she recalls 'being broke with no food' before fame

Windswept Megan McKenna flaunts her long legs in yellow miniskirt... as she gives fans a glimpse into new country music reality show with racy shoot

Bootylicious! Paris Jackson posts a VERY cheeky snap in Calvin Klein underwear as she strips down to hang out with a pal... Flashing the flesh
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Our love story: Pete Evans and Nicola cosied up in the car as they belted out retro tunes during a road trip.

'It's just my body I worry about': Sarah Harding tells Chad Johnson she is 'scared' about motherhood as she talks to him about taking the plunge.

Jonny Mitchell is 'in talks to join the next season of Made In Chelsea'... following 'new romance' with series star Stephanie Pratt.

'I really want a girl!' Brian Austin Green would love another baby with Megan Fox... making him a father of five.

Don't stop me now! Carol Vorderman, 56, looks worlds away from her usual red-carpet glamour in a khaki boiler suit as she receives aviation award during RAF cadet visit.

'Why can't you get back to a size 8?' Lauren Pope asked her male companion while enjoying a sun soaked getaway to Mykonos.

'Our love story': Pete Evans and Nicola cosied up in the car as they belted out retro tunes during a road trip.

'It's just my body I worry about': Sarah Harding tells Chad Johnson she is 'scared' about motherhood as she talks to him about taking the plunge.

Jonny Mitchell is 'in talks to join the next season of Made In Chelsea'... following 'new romance' with series star Stephanie Pratt.

'I really want a girl!' Brian Austin Green would love another baby with Megan Fox... making him a father of five.

Don't stop me now! Carol Vorderman, 56, looks worlds away from her usual red-carpet glamour in a khaki boiler suit as she receive...
From 'pregnant' tummy to flat abs: Super-fit Chloe Madeley reveals she has finally beat her 15-year bloating problem

Fitness fanatic

Here come the girls!
Izabel Goulart flashes her taut tum as she joins Megan Gale, braless Hailey Baldwin and Hailey Clauson at Victoria's Secret casting

Who will cut? Chantal Monaghan misses out on spot in Victoria's Secret Show while Bridget Malcolm, Kelly Gale and Georgia Fowler are in running

Oh Jane announce Kailyn Lo pregnancy on Teen M From pictures of excited kids holding

Queen Maxima smiles at homeless centre in The Netherlands as she steps out time since lost his life

A day of sea! Prince of Greece eclipse view her bikini soaks up summer in

Blac Chyna flaunts her assets in semi-sheer for night outopal Amber looks unrecognisable in a long dark wig

All in a day's twerk! Nicki Minaj sets pulses racing as her famous derriere in an array of pink latex looks alongside Chyna for Rake it Up

Madison Beer flaunts her cleavage and toned abs in a TINY leather crop top... and works a military chic look in
Witherspoon's lookalike daughter Ava Phillippe, 17, swaps her A-list life for new summer job at restaurant

Is Bella Thorne hit by a magenta spell? She attempts to keep a low profile while arriving at LAX airport

Controversial starlet GMB's Jeremy Kyle is left red-faced after calling shocked Kate Garraway a 'HOOKER' during awkward gaffe...

Our own teen heart throbs!' Megan Fox shares throwback snap of husband Brian Austin Green as she thanks him for their genetically-blessed sons

Busty Beyonce smoulders as she flaunts post-baby frame in a curve-enhancing bodycon dress just TWO months after giving birth

Make-up free Jennifer Garner flaunts her natural beauty as she steps out for low-key spa visit

Fresh-faced Piers Morgan's son shares embarrassing video of the Good Morning Britain host 'dad dancing'

'I'd rather gouge my own eyes out' Doctor Who fans react badly to the alleged casting of The Chase host Bradley Walsh as Jodie Whittaker's companion
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Could Scooter run for office? 'Powerful' Democrats back Justin Bieber's manager to become next Governor of California after fundraising

Paralympic sprinter Jonnie Peacock, singer Alexandra Burke and magician's assistant Debbie McGee complete this year's Strictly line-up

Amal Clooney shows off her post-baby body as she enjoys tennis with husband George in Lake Como... as they donate $1m to fight injustice and inequality

Defiant Katie Price cosies up to husband Kieran Hayler in sweet selfie from holiday... amid claims she is overspending and faces divorce

Modern Family's Ty Burrell is worlds away from his gawky dad role as he strips off for THREESOME with Zoë Kravitz and Demi Moore in racy Rough Night

It's a tough job! Lingerie-clad Alessandra Ambrosio gets rubbed down by a lucky production assistant as she shoots new VS catalogue

Salma Hayek, 50, keeps it casual in a figure-hugging T-shirt and jeans combo as she hits the shops with lookalike daughter Valentina

Tony Bennett, 91, looks undeniably trendy in a sports-chic ensemble as he picks up dry-cleaning with leggy wife Susan, 50, in New York

'It's the last thing she needs': Heavily pregnant Danielle Lloyd left 'really emotional' over nude photo leak...
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The stunning 24-year-old model's sister Christine York broke the news
Scarlett Johansson debuts enormous new back tattoo as she prepares for work on forthcoming Avengers but is it the real deal?
Kate Hudson showcases newly-shaved head in make-up as she films fight scene with co-star for new film
Four down, one to go: Johnny Depp sells another of his five Los Angeles penthouses for $1.82 million ($600k less than asking price) amid financial woes
Bake Off's cancer survivor who had a chest tumour 'the size of a dinner plate' went undercover to expose a fake spiritual healer who claimed to cure it
Bake Off's 'Cake Boy' lost his school's LGBT baking competition (well, he was up against a 'Lesbian truffle triangle' and some 'genderbread people')
Jam packed with ads! Great British Bake Off will include more adverts than any show in Channel 4's history as execs look to cash in on the hit
'Mind blown!' Bake Off star Nadiya divides opinion after admitting she dunked bhajis in her TEA - but says snack is simply 'the Bangladeshi version of the digestive'